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Abstract

We outline a methodological classification for evaluation approaches of software in general. This classification was initiated partly owing to involvement in a biennial European competition (the European Academic Software Award, EASA) which was held for over a decade. The evaluation grid used in EASA gradually became obsolete and inappropriate in recent years, and therefore needed to be revised. In order to do this, it was important to situate the competition in relation to other software evaluation procedures. A methodological perspective for the classification is adopted rather than a conceptual one, since a number of difficulties arise with the latter. We focus on three main questions: what to evaluate? how to evaluate? and who evaluates? The classification is therefore hybrid: it allows one to account for the most common evaluation approaches and is also an observatory. Two main approaches are differentiated: system and usage. We conclude that any evaluation always constructs its own object, and the objects to be evaluated only partially determine the evaluation which can be applied to them. Generally speaking, this allows one to begin apprehending what type of knowledge is objectified when one or another approach is chosen.
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1. Introduction

Over approximately the past twenty years, the domain of evaluation has attempted to become an independent field, through international conferences (e.g. TREC, Text Retrieval Conference; MUC, Message Understanding Conference; LREC, Language Resources and Evaluation Conference), competitions (e.g. EASA, European Academic Software Award (Panckhurst et al. 2004)), publications (e.g. Sparck-Jones & Gallier, 1996; Chaudiron, 2004), and international agencies (e.g. ELDA, a French Agency for evaluation & distribution of linguistic resources; NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology). The production of new software devices has increased; it has mainly emerged in response to professional demand, e.g. in natural language processing or engineering: spelling and grammar checkers, tokenisers, machine translation systems, voice recognisers, etc.; but technological developments also emerged early on in information retrieval (IR) (Chaudiron, 2004). At the same time, social demands have made it necessary to account for the appropriateness of this research, and evaluation procedures have been developed, thereby extending longstanding traditions of evaluation principles for software devices both in linguistics and IR (cf. for the first evaluation reports in linguistics and data processing, Bar-Hillel, 1960, ALPAC report, 1966, and for a state of the art historical perspective, Cori et al., 2002, Cori & Léon 2002). Much work has been done, and evaluation approaches can now be studied as such: i) procedures can be classified, owing to their relative diversity, which is now well-documented; ii) the way to characterise objects to be evaluated can be queried. This work includes several aims: 1) produce a classification, which is methodological in nature; 2) focus on the complex nature of all evaluation approaches; 3) start stipulating what type of knowledge is objectified throughout all evaluation approaches.

First, we situate the context of our study (the EASA competition, which partly provided the initial impetus at the onset of our research) and the issues at stake (§ 2.). Then we defend the relevance of a methodological classification for evaluation approaches of software in general (§ 3.), before proposing different elements to produce a classification of the most common evaluation approaches (§ 4.). We finally discuss the two fundamental types of approach which emerge from this classification (§ 5.).

2. The context

2.1. The EASA Competition

The European Academic Software Award (EASA) was initiated in 1994 and the last competition was held in 2004. It was a biennial competition which was organised by the European Knowledge Media Association (EKMA). Academics and students were able to submit software they had
developed which was then evaluated by a team of European jurors. After an expert juror evaluation process of 150 to 200 submissions, 30 to 35 items were selected to proceed to the third and final stage. The finalists’ submissions were evaluated once more and 10 prizes were then allocated to the winners. Over the years some aspects of the evaluation process and criteria became inappropriate or obsolete, due to several factors:

- a very wide scope of entries (in later years, EASA implicitly became a competition including not only software but also virtual learning environments (VLEs) and pedagogical innovations using VLEs);
- technical improvements became standard (it was not relevant to evaluate these as they no longer allowed appropriate differentiation);
- some of the questions in the evaluation grid became spurious and/or ambiguous, etc.

Three of the authors were therefore commissioned by EKMA to conduct a revision of the whole procedure, but in order to do so, they realised that EASA needed to be situated in relation to other software evaluation procedures, namely: to improve comparisons between competitions; to put emphasis on EASA’s original elements and to confront solutions adopted within other competitions in order to improve the weak points of the EASA procedure.

This research is partly based on previous work (e.g., the distinctions proposed by Sparck-Jones & Gallier, 1996), but it also integrates other procedures, e.g., work on usage, or the EASA competition, which includes several original elements. Following the initial impetus of this research (to improve the procedure of the EASA competition), the objects subjected to evaluation procedures that we want to characterise remain systems in a broad sense: software, VLEs, etc. Static resources (corpora, databases, etc.) are not considered in this paper\(^1\).

\[2.2. \text{Issues at stake}\]

It appears to us that the field of evaluation was initially posited in a problematic way, by considering that it could be described conceptually as a discipline, and by positioning itself as an autonomous science with its own concepts, methods and rules (e.g., Ellis, 1992 quoted by Chaudiron, 2004; Sparck-Jones & Gallier, 1996).

Needs for clarification, from an industrial or research perspective, the necessity for rigour and systematism which accompany these projects, and assets in terms of results do not imply that evaluation should be considered an autonomous science as such. Evaluation is a methodological step of every system, for every project. It seems that this conceptual status is often \textit{a posteriori} reconsidered. Our current research goes in the opposite direction to much former work, by establishing methodological distinctions (cf. (§ 3.3)).

In addition, in a world where evaluation has become increasingly important, and in which its results have consequences at different levels (professional recognition of work, leading to research funding, commercialisation of products, etc.), it is important to characterise the context of an evaluation and the adopted procedures at their best. One often observes that evaluation is ultimately founded on measures (cf. Sparck-Jones & Gallier, 1996, p. 20-21, measures for evaluation of tokenisers, Adda et al., 2000). Even though it is trivial to state that what we measure is measurable, it is much less trivial to discuss the \textit{meaning} of what is measured. The measure is no longer a simple measure, it becomes an \textit{indicator}. The measure then shifts from its calculus space — its context of production — to another space — its context of interpretation, in which indices not belonging to the calculus variables are used, and which possibly summon yet other ones. Different examples illustrate this point:

1. \textit{Temperature recordings}: the same temperature is interpreted differently according to the season, the geographical situation, etc.
2. In companies, the \textit{absenteeism rate} is admittedly measurable, but its meaning is not fixed for all companies, nor is it for a specific company, because it always depends on a particular context and can alter over time, owing to: relational deficiencies between managers and employees, within a specific professional group, problems about hygiene or security, anxiogene social pressure, etc. Absenteeism as such is easy to measure; however, the interpretation of this as an indicator is a much more complex question.
3. \textit{The number of visitors} at the BPI (Bibliothèque Publique d’Information, the biggest library in Paris): the BPI registers 6,000 entries per day, except on Sundays, where this number drops to 4,900 entries (figures are approximate). As there is a limit of 2,000 people in the library at one time, the library “fills” 3 times every day, but only twice on Sundays, when the queue is surprisingly lengthy. Another indicator is necessary in this case: the duration of the visit, which is longer on Sundays. Which indicator is the most reliable to account for what happens on Sundays? It depends on the question: accounting for a phenomenon (a social sciences approach) or measuring the conformity of an event (even a social event) to a law (a reference, a scientific approach, etc.).

The indicator (built on a measure) is thus necessarily interpreted by some indices which are not part of the calculated elements. The dimension of this interpretation requires another framework, distinct from a theoretical framework on which the measure is founded (for example physical measures \textit{vs.} climatological interpretations). Finally, it is important to underline that what is at stake in an evaluation is crucial when one knows the ability of humans (including researchers) to adapt easily to evaluation procedures. If, on the one hand, clarification must be transparent, on the other hand one must be aware of the impact that procedures can have on designing systems. In other words, differentiate between what a community is able to build in terms of objects, and what a community of experts is able to evaluate. And it is unfortunate that, for non-scientific reasons, the constructed objects suffer from constructed evaluation

\[^1\text{It is of course clear that more precise observation of the procedures that the community has proposed for these types of resources would be an asset.}\]
procedures (e.g., in one of the past TREC competitions, answers were limited to 50 characters maximum, Lavenus & Lapalme, 2002). More fundamentally, our research tries to characterise the type of knowledge which can be addressed when we posit evaluation procedures (in a similar way to Pariente’s work (1973) about conceptual knowledge). This aim exceeds the framework stipulated in the current paper by far. However, the classification we propose is a first step. It begins to establish that:

1. every evaluation always builds its own object of study;
2. objects to be evaluated partially determine the procedure which can be applied to them. This is what one can explicitly perceive in the examples associated with the classification, where the same object can be evaluated according to different procedures.

3. A methodological classification

The classification proposed below (§ 4.) relies on a methodological approach to evaluation. Classifying approaches with different aims does not allow the development of conceptual observatories as such. This is due to the fact that: (i) evaluation aims may include differing scientific, social, financial, etc. considerations (Habermas’ (1973) definition of a practice is more relevant here than that of a conceptual domain); (ii) evaluation is applied to fundamentally multidisciplinary objects (in computer sciences, linguistics, IR, communication, learning, etc.). If these objects were conceptually characterised, one would have, at best, a set of concepts elaborated in all implied disciplines, but this set could not form an integrated theory. Furthermore, articulating the conceptual framework, which produces the data, with the conceptual framework which produces their interpretation (see § 2.2. for examples) would become necessary, which is not a trivial problem; (iii) outside the classification framework, can a specific evaluation be linked with conceptual knowledge? If this is the case, concepts and theories need to be determined; nothing of the kind has been convincingly demonstrated so far, including specific elements of the domain: for instance glassbox/blackbox are not concepts that belong to a particular theory (or theories) of evaluation but are only methodological notions. Though it is proposed by many authors (e.g., Sparck-Jones & Gallier, 1996: “this section introduces some basic, general evaluation concepts” (p. 19); “The main problem in evaluation is finding measures, i.e. concepts which are both instantiations of generic notions and are operable as measures” (p. 20); or Chaudiron 2004, who extends Ellis’ work (1992), by using the term “paradigm”; see also Chaudiron & Mustafa el Hadi, 2007, for usage of this term). It is not sufficient to name a notion a “concept” for it to really become one. The concept would have to be integrated into a conceptual network, and be defined according to a “study object”; (iv) the multi-disciplinarity of the objects to be evaluated prevents one from giving a stabilised definition of what could be a “study object” of the evaluation, in this case as a conceptual discipline. More precisely, a definition of a “study object” as such does not exist, in the way it does in linguistics for instance (“characterise ‘language’ in relation to ‘non-language’”’, according to Milner’s (1989) research program); or even in information sciences, where the study object is the study of the “process of research and exploitation of the intentional information” (or “communicated knowledge”, which differs from “news-information”, “data-information” “knowledge-information”, Fondin 2006). For these reasons, could a theory exist, which dominates all other theories implied in both the building of measures and of interpretations? Facing this epistemological issue, we have chosen a stance which solely posits “methodological distinctions”. As these “methodological distinctions” can be applied to all approaches, they can be compared. And, as is shown below, methodological questioning allows the construction of an observatory (Milner, 1989). Three questions are sufficient for classifying the most common approaches (but not for describing each one in detail, but this is not our purpose). These 3 questions are: What to evaluate? How to evaluate? Who evaluates?

4. Elements of the classification

We now review the different elements and sub-elements that we have posited. The general classification appears in Table 1 (see Appendix).

4.1. What to evaluate?

4.1.1. Objects to be evaluated

This indicates whether the evaluation primarily takes into account the software, or primarily considers usage:

1. The objects which are evaluated are items of software, isolated from their context of use. They may consist of one or several items of software. The latter may consist of the same or different types of software.
2. Another method is centred on usage. The item of software is evaluated in its context of use. The evaluation must therefore take into account many other factors, which form a complex device (purpose, users, expectations, etc.). Research conducted by Le Marec (2004) on evaluation in the context of museums is an example. She illustrates how computerised information points in museums are used, and that they are only one factor among many which form a complex device of institutional communication, including: expectations, itineraries, pieces of information appearing near the information points, etc. In actual fact, it may not be the computerised information point as such, which should be evaluated, she stresses, but rather the situation as a whole.

4.1.2. Access

The evaluator engages with different elements of the software depending on the type of access. Two methods appear:

1. The glassbox method implies that the evaluator has access to the whole computing process (structure, algorithms, programming). It includes detailed evaluation, and is often accompanied with measures of intrinsic performance of the software. Reasons and causes of errors/bugs are investigated from a computer programming perspective. Several key stages are analysed and the results influence later development;
consequences are both financial and human. The developer often conducts this sort of evaluation (Falke-
dal, 1998).

2. The blackbox method focuses solely on input and output. The evaluator does not have access to any details of the computer process, which remains a black box. This method is generally used when there is intellectual or commercial copyright, and is often used in competitions (e.g., TREC, MUC, EASA, etc.).

4.2. How to evaluate?
4.2.1. Object distribution: individual or comparative
This refers to the evaluation of multiple items.

1. The items of software are evaluated one by one. The evaluation procedure (which may be fairly detailed) is applied to each item of software individually. This is the most common method used in competitions (e.g., TREC, MUC, EASA, etc.).

2. The items of software are evaluated comparatively, together. A common point of view is established, allowing for similarities/differences. This perspective is not detailed and is always ad hoc, since it is constructed on the basis of participating items of software (considered in a sense as tokens but not as the instance of a type). Compared to 1), only a small number of items of software may be evaluated. This method is usually used in order to create connections between software developers. For instance, this was the initial framework chosen for the evaluation project of information extracting devices (funded by the Agence universitaire pour la francophonie, AUF, Amar & David, 2001).

4.2.2. Resources
This aspect refers to the means used during the evaluation:

1. Referentials are used when stable, consensual and normed knowledge exists, or when expected results can be stated in advance; referentials give a form of external calibration (for instance spelling and grammatical rules for a spelling and grammar checker). The results produced by the software are considered to be correct or incorrect. This method is often used when ranking of software is required, since the referentials are used to make comparisons between items of competing software.

2. No referentials are used when stable and normed knowledge does not exist, or when expected results cannot be stated in advance. This is often the case for situations which are more or less consensual or when one focuses on needs which can change according to differing practice and context. Instructional software may be typical of this sort of approach, but also software for indexing (Amar & David, 2001) or automatic summarisers, for instance, in which needs change according to differing practice & context (bibliographical summaries, those produced in academia, firms, etc., Abbou 2000; and for a review Minel, 2004), or machine translation systems (different people, such as engineers, experts, academics, etc. have different needs: translating a word, a sentence, an article, etc.; King & Falkedal 1990; Nübel & Seewald, 1998).

4.2.3. Measures
Quantitative vs. qualitative methods can be applied.

1. In quantitative methods, a mark is attributed to evaluated aspects (via sets of tests/questions about content, interface ergonomics, etc.). Marks are usually associated with true/false answers or check-boxes on a grid. Quantitative methods are often used in competitions since marks are then ranked. Gold-standard methods can be included here: the software is measured against a given gold standard (which is established from a set of expected answers).

2. A qualitative method refers to a particular issue; in this instance, a methodology and a questionnaire are often used. The result is usually a report including recommendations. This does not mean that all aspects are excluded from any sort of measure, but simply that the measure is never seen to be the final result of the evaluation (Le Marec, 2004).

4.2.4. Evaluation distribution
This is where we consider the number of evaluations and the ways in which the evaluators work.

1. Single: The software may be evaluated by one evaluator.

2. Aggregated: The software may be evaluated by several evaluators and the evaluation results of the several evaluations combined.

3. Collective: The software may be evaluated by several evaluators who produce a single, agreed or negotiated evaluation.

4.3. Who evaluates?
4.3.1. Position of the evaluator
Two positions are differentiated:

1. Evaluator and developer: evaluator and developer (of the object being evaluated) are rarely combined, except in glassbox methods. In competitions, ethics require these to be two different people.

2. Evaluator and user: (i) if the evaluator observes the user of the software in situation, evaluator and user are never the same person; (ii) the evaluator can temporarily adopt the position of user.

4.3.2. Evaluator expertise
Expertise is a complex notion, since one can be an expert in a particular domain (rarely in several), and even within a specific area there are variable degrees of expertise.

1. Non-expert evaluators are often used in methods with referentials, as they are given a set of points which need to be checked and then indicate the answers that match appropriately.

2. Expert evaluators usually intervene in methods with or without referentials, and they judge the quality/relevance of the answer in the given context.

In methods without referentials, expert evaluators will normally be required. However, it may be appropriate for the evaluators to be expert in evaluation but non-expert in the subject domain.
4.4. Conclusion

Our classification in § 3. is based on 3 questions (What?, How?, Who?). Each question consists of different sub-elements, for which distinct answers can be given. This may lead to a very high number of possibilities, if each combination of parameters is envisaged.

One could object that we have envisaged an exceedingly high number of procedures: (i) first this indicates the astounding abundance of the parameters which have been used in different frameworks; (ii) in actual fact, it is not the case, because some choices imply de facto other choices: the glassbox access is compatible only with experts as users; the evaluation of a practice is compatible only with blackbox access, etc. In the same way, the framework of a specific evaluation can significantly reduce the possibilities. If competitions are considered, some aspects are necessarily quasi-immutable: a competition which evaluates many entries is necessarily situated in the system approach (cf. infra), uses a blackbox method and applies quantitative measures.

These methodological distinctions allow a classification of approaches to be constructed. This classification actually has a hybrid status:

1. It is a tool which helps when revising or inventing evaluation procedures; one is obliged to stipulate major elements about which the evaluation procedure needs to formulate an opinion. This is what was experienced during our work on revising the EASA grid. It was fruitful for determining the nature of the objects to be evaluated, for eliminating spurious or ambiguous formulations and inappropriate criteria, and proposing new ones (David et al. 2005a, 2005b) for details on both the former and revised evaluation grids).
2. It is also an observatory of the knowledge constructed by the evaluation procedure: it indicates a way to apprehend and to reason about objects. It is particularly apparent when the consequences of different choices are explored and updated (cf. (ii) supra).

Table 1 is an exemplification of several approaches. It is not globally exhaustive: it does not show all of the possibilities, neither all of the currently existing ones, nor a fortiori the ones which do not (yet) exist. It is also not locally exhaustive, because it does not describe in detail the specificities of each procedure. But it clearly shows two major things:

1. Evaluations always build points of view, which are always limited by the different chosen parameters. But choosing one or another parameter is justified by multiple reasons of differing natures (cf. § 2.). Consequently, every time an evaluation is conducted, it constructs its own object. The same spelling checker evaluated according to a developer procedure or in a competition will be observed in different ways. The chosen dimensions provide limited pieces of knowledge.
2. The objects to be evaluated only partially determine the evaluation which can be applied to them. The same spelling checker could be evaluated according to a developer procedure, or compete at TREC or EASA, or be evaluated according to practices and usage (that is why, in the table, we posit the same objects under all of the procedures).

Finally, the exemplification of the procedures, such as can be observed in Table 1, allows one to reflect upon the resemblances and differences between procedures. We shall now proceed with the general classification as such.

5. General classification: system vs. usage

Two major approaches can be identified: system and usage.

1. In the system approach (white background in Table 1), the intrinsic performance of the software prevails; evaluation of the usage within a real context (professional, private, collective, etc.) is excluded, the user is not taken into account, nor is the diversity of the users (employees, students, etc.) or the usages (occasional, regular, etc.). This does not imply that aspects which concern users directly are not covered (interface ergonomics, installation, etc.), but that they are fairly limited and, if the user is indeed considered, it is always from the standpoint of a potential user. In this approach, one focuses on an ideal/norm where each object is posited at a certain distance from this ideal/norm. Objects can then be compared (when there is only one object, the comparison is of course lost). The norm could be represented by referentials or qualitative judgments. The objects to be evaluated are reduced to aspects that are measurable, comparable, and that generally belong to one field. Only very few dimensions are considered, so evaluation procedures often “abolish” the complexity of objects. All evaluations conducted in competitions use the system approach.

2. In the usage approach (grey background in Table 1), thorough preliminary meditation on the “objects to be evaluated” is crucial. The item of software itself may not be directly considered, but more general practices surrounding the usage of the software are addressed (the question marks after the name of the systems in Table 1 refer to this). One then focuses on the complexity of the situation (including the object): the multidisciplinary aspects, the specific tasks aimed at specified users, the interactive properties, etc. In this case, objects are considered as practical complex devices, i.e., a complex set of social and technical relationships, which are established between groups or individuals and technical objects, including representations, norms, and habits (Amar, 2000; Le Marec, 2001). This approach can be used when questions related to user practice within a given context are addressed (e.g. museums, educational situations in which the pedagogical and relational approach is also studied, etc.). The perspective here is radically different, compared to the system approach. It is a different type of knowledge which is exhibited.

\[2\text{We prefer the term usage to that of user: the former implies the latter, and puts more emphasis on social practices rather than on individual or cognitive characteristics.}\]
To illustrate these two types of knowledge, one can think of the spelling checker in Microsoft Word™. Everyone has experienced its shortcomings. In a developer approach or in a competition, one could exhibit them precisely, and perhaps be tempted to assign a negative judgement. On the other hand, in a usage approach, one could exhibit its utility and its context of use, also including the reasons why it is used in spite of its defects. One perceives with this example how different knowledge is objectified and how difficulties are encountered when choosing an approach, precisely because specific points of view are constructed: either the tool is “invalidated” for (very) good reasons, even if it is the most widely used globally; or it is “validated” despite its faults. In both cases, the objectified knowledge is situated within two radically different perspectives.

6. General conclusion

The outlines indicated may make a helpful addition to general classification techniques in relation to evaluation procedures. As it is a classification which can be defined as methodological, comparisons become possible, and the most common evaluation approaches can then be analysed. We have shown that evaluation always constructs a point of view: because this point of view is limited (it chooses some dimensions, but never all of them) and because the objects to be evaluated are complex, the latter can be submitted to different approaches. In this sense, any evaluation always constructs its own object, and the objects to be evaluated only partially determine the evaluation which can be applied to them.

We also address the issue of the epistemological nature of evaluation. If one agrees that evaluation is a technique, and that it may become the subject of applied research, what can one conclude? Three attitudes seem feasible: consider evaluation to be an engineering science, or just a plain science, or a methodological branch of a science. In this paper, we have chosen to explore the third attitude. We have clarified some of the problems, but further in-depth research is necessary in order to specify more precisely the epistemological status of evaluation.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>developer</th>
<th>TREC</th>
<th>EASA</th>
<th>usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation object</td>
<td>one item of software</td>
<td>several items of the same type of software</td>
<td>several items of different types of software</td>
<td>practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>glassbox</td>
<td>blackbox</td>
<td>blackbox</td>
<td>for the software: blackbox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object distribution</td>
<td>individual</td>
<td>individual</td>
<td>individual</td>
<td>for the software: individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>with referentials</td>
<td>with referentials</td>
<td>without referentials</td>
<td>for the software: without referentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures</td>
<td>quantitative measures (true/false answers)</td>
<td>quantitative measures (true/false answers)</td>
<td>quantitative measures (grid)</td>
<td>surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation distribution</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>aggregated (stage 2) and collective (stage 3, finals)</td>
<td>collective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluator position</td>
<td>evaluator ≠ user</td>
<td>evaluator ≠ user</td>
<td>evaluator ≠ user but temporarily so (stage 2)</td>
<td>evaluator ≠ user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>evaluator = developer</td>
<td>evaluator ≠ developer</td>
<td>evaluator ≠ developer</td>
<td>evaluator ≠ developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expertise</td>
<td>experts</td>
<td>non experts</td>
<td>experts (stages 2 &amp; 3) and non experts (stage 3, finals)</td>
<td>experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of software (which could be) evaluated</td>
<td>all software</td>
<td>spelling checkers QA* systems MT** systems</td>
<td>spelling checkers QA systems MT systems</td>
<td>spelling checkers? QA systems? MT systems? interactive information points (museums)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*QA: question/answering; **MT: machine translation; ?: the software may not be primary focus of evaluation; grey background = usage approach; white background = system approach.